
ACCESSORIES
Floor Scrubber Machine - #TT0131

Shrouded Rotopeen
Floor Buffer Wire Brushes

VSE Peening AIR 2 in Prep Tool Kits
TT0012A-2K

VSE Peening Electric 2 in Prep Tool Kits
 TT0012E-2K

#TT0139#TT0147

Floor Buffer Strip Pads

Including stripping, scrubbing, spray 
buffing, polishing, sanding and grinding on 
hard floor surfaces along with shampooing 
and bonnet cleaning of carpeted floors.

 � Cast aluminum chassis is chip resistant.
 � Dual deadman witch system stops 
motor with release of trigger.

 � Non-marking 5" solid wheels
 � Brush speeds 175 rpm.
 � 50' power cord.

Designed for professional floor care maintenance

Wire brush  perfect for heavy duty 
stripping and concrete flooring. 

Used for heavy duty stripping 
and scrubbing of resilient floors, 
terranzo, quarry tile and concrete.

PEENING PREP TOOLS

PEENING PREP TOOLS  KITS

FLOOR PREP TOOLS

Versatile, high production tools ideal for the removal of 
coatings from both steel and concrete substrates. Quick 
change hubs with an assortment of abrasives enables you 
to rapidly remove everything from mastics and alkyds to 
epoxy coatings while containing hazardous dust. The PPT, 
with star or beam cutters, will remove coatings from many 
types of piping and curved surfaces. If you need a tool that 
will do everything from profiling steel to removing hazardous 
coatings, the PPT is the tool that gets the job done! 

VSE Peening Preparation Tools utilize 3M™ brand Heavy Duty Tungsten Carbide tipped Rotopeen™ flaps. In accordance with 
SSPC surface preparation specifications it may be necessary to utilize more than one type of cleaning device to achieve SP-11.

Kit Contains:
 � Tool fitted with 3M 

HD Rotopeen™
 � (1) complete hub w/ star cutters 
 � All packaged in a rugged 

carrying case 

TT0012A-4F 4” Compressed Air

TT0012E-4F 4” Electric 

Mechanical
Mastic Removal

Also Available as a Kit!

Wire Brush
#TT0133

TT0133-13" Use for a 15" machine

TT0133-15" Use for a 17" machine 

TT0133-17" Use for a 19" machine 

TT0133-18" Use for a 20" machine 

TT0133-20" Use for a 22" machine 

https://www.thesafetyhouse.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=tt0133
https://www.thesafetyhouse.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=tt0012
https://www.thesafetyhouse.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=tt0012

